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-- Most Favored Nation Status and Human Rights
Peace and Security
Senator Max Baucus
The National Press Club
Washington, D.C.
March 20, 1997
Good morning, everyone. Thank you all for coming. And special thanks to Peter
Hickman and the National Press Club.
We meet at an historic time. With the passing of Deng Xiaoping, China is adjusting to
a new leader for the fourth time this century. This Saturday, Vice President Gore begins the first
China trip of an American President or Vice President since 1989. A new era in relations with
China is opening, just as surely as one began ninety-seven years ago today, on March 20, 1900,
when Secretary of State John Hay announced the Open Door Policy and helped end colonial
expansion in Asia.
In this new era, our China policy agenda is broader and more important than ever before.
You know that as members of the press. One morning you're writing on Most Favored Nation
status -id human rights. The next Taiwan. Hong Kong. Missile sales. The World Trade
Organization. Campaign contributions. Global warming. Trade opportunities. Trade barriers.
Korea. So many issues that it is almost baffling.
And rather than plunge in and take them all one after the other, I want- to step back.
Begin not by thinking about China policy, but about strategy. What is it that we want to achieve
in foreign affairs? And I think there are three things. First, keep the peace. Second, make
ourselves and the world more prosperous. And third, raise the quality of life.
So this morning I will begin a series of four speeches which, I hope, will lay out a China
strategy that will serve us in each of these strategic goals. Today I will focus on peace and
security. Next month I will move to trade and economics; then the environmental agenda; and
finally MFN status and human rights.
OUR POSITION TODAY
I begin with peace and security simply because if we are not at peace, other issues tend
to fade into the background.
;And as we think about a China policy that will keep us peaceful and secure, we should
-tart with our position today and our goals for the future. And for an informed, concise summary
of where we stand, let me quote General Patrick Hughes, a fellow Montanan who heads the
Defense Intelligence Agency. Last month he told the Senate Intelligence Committee:
"From a national security standpoint, the threats facing the United States have diminished
At times they focus on human rights; at times trade; at times security. But the basic
question is always the same. That is, whether we can have a beneficial relationship with China
despite occasional differences; or whether, because of domestic ideology or great-power
aspirations, China is a fundamentally hostile power.
SEEKING TRUTH FROM FACTS
Our security strategy in China must flow from the answer to this question. And the way
to find the answer, to quote Deng Xiaoping himself, is to "seek truth from facts." So let's look
at the facts.
China is a country 'of 1.2 billion people. It has a Leninist government which fears and
suppresses political dissent, but allows progressively more personal freedom and open debate over
economic policies. Its economy is already the world's second, third or fourth largest depending
on how you measure it, and grows about 10% a year. It has a three-million man army, nuclear
weapons and ICBMs; spent perhaps $50 billion on the military last year and will spend about
12% more this year.
Equally important, although subjective, is China's view of itself and its role in the world.
It is conscious of a glorious past, in which foreigners came to China to learn or pay tribute. It
developed the world's first professional civil service almost thirteen hundred years ago. Its
artistic- and philosophical culture had no better. And it had the world's most advanced science
and technology -- many Chinese inventions, from clockwork to paper to explosives, remain
inescapable parts of our daily lives today. It still calls itself Zhong Guo. meaning "the central
country."
But China is equally conscious of more recent weakness, poverty and military setbacks.
Except for the Japanese invasion in the 1930s, the worst of these disasters -- from the Taiping
Rebellion in the 1860s to the Great Leap Forward and Cultural Revolution -- resulted from
domestic Chinese problems. But, like most of us, the Chinese tend to blame other people for
their troubles. To quote Foreign Minister Qian:
"Looking at history, we find the Chinese people have an agonizing past as victims of
imperialist aggression, bullying and dismemberment... We have not threatened anyone,
nor have we claimed a single inch of land of other countries... It is China's sovereignty
and integrity that have been constantly under threat and violation from the outside."
CHINA'S APPROACH TO THE WORLD TODAY
That is the country with which we will live for years to come. Large and powerful;
authoritarian; proud of its past; defensive and often tempted to attribute the worst motives to
foreigners.
How does China's approach to the outside world reflect this?
stronger resistance in the future than it would today.
THREE STEPS TO PEACE
But our responsibility is to make sure it never comes to that. It is to keep the peace. And
there are three steps we must take to keep the peace.
First, watch our own behavior. Be consistent; in the past few years we have tended to
lurch from one approach to another, and that hurts us. Avoid reckless actions, like abandoning
the one-China policy, which we know will provoke trouble. Equally important, avoid actions like
withdrawing our military forces from Asia, which would create an impression of weakness and
perhaps tempt people into rash behavior.
Second, deter aggression. Not by embarking on a "containment" policy, as some now
suggest -- that would guarantee, not prevent, conflict. Instead, maintain the economic and
technological strength that supports our military presence. Preserve our alliances with Japan,
Southeast Asia, Korea, Australia and New Zealand, along with our weapons sales to Taiwan. As
time passes, strengthen our trade and perhaps security links with Russia, India and Vietnam. If
we do these things, no aggressive policy can succeed and China will know it.
THE NEW OPEN DOOR
Three, intensify engagement with China. To open a new century, we can offer a new
Open Door. Secretary Hay's version, of course, meant Most Favored Nation status for all those
trading with China as well as opposition to colonial expansion. Today we can make MFN status
permanent and end the irresponsible annual threat of economic warfare against China; it is absurd
for China to.be one of just ten or twelve countries without permanent MFN status. Regular
summit meetings between Presidents. Trade. Military exchanges. Consultation on regional
issues. Membership in international organizations. Tourism. Sports. Academic exchange.
This just amounts to giving China the respect and equality it deserves. And for whatever
it's worth, in personal terms I find Chinese political leaders pretty candid and approachable when
you treat them with respect. A few years ago I had a chance to talk with President Jiang Zemin
for a few hours. He was especially interested in discussing technology and spent a while
recounting his training as an electrical engineer. But he was also willing at least to talk about
sensitive issues like Tibet and human rights. Didn't solve them, but you have to start somewhere.
TAIWAN, HONG KONG AND HUMAN RIGHTS
And that brings us back to the issues I talked about when I began -- Hong Kong, Taiwan,
prisoners of conscience, the WTO, missile sales, the environment. With respect to these issues,
engagement is essential, but it is not enough. We need results. And if we avoid threats and
bluster, but make sure China knows that force is not an option; if we make our own interests
clear; if we seek out mutual interests whenever possible; we can get results.
results much sooner.
One case is Korea. We serve as the deterrent to war on the peninsula; China is the one
power which can make the North Korean leaders understand the realities of the modem world.
Only together can we stop nuclear weapons from entering the peninsula; prevent any conflict as
North Korea's economy contracts and its leadership changes; and make sure reunification,
whether this year or sometime in the next century, is peaceful.
Missile and nuclear weapons proliferation is another example. Here, despite the headlines,
China's interest -- if not yet its policy -- is virtually the same as ours. China borders two nuclear
weapons states, Russia and Kazakhstan; reportedly, two undeclared nuclear powers, India and
Pakistan; and three, perhaps four more -- Japan, Taiwan and the Koreas -- which could quickly
become nuclear. China has more to lose by the spread of nuclear bombs and missiles than almost
anyone else.
Trade is a third case. Both countries will benefit from a permanent and balanced trade
relationship. China should have permanent MFN status. And we should expect, through the
WTO negotiations, China to give up its present protectionism.
Fourth, China's environmental crisis. Think about greenhouse emission and global
warming. Ocean pollution and loss of fisheries. Rare species and biodiversity. Saving
vulnerable regions like the Pearl River Delta. The range of issues is vast and their effect on our
future tremendous.
CONCLUSION
It is a packed agenda. We have more challenges than you can count. But if we set the
right strategic goals, and take the time to understand China, we have every reason to be
optimistic.
At home we have a strong economy, lower deficits, falling crime rates and stunning
advances in science and technology.
In Asia we have a record of success; a policy which has kept the peace for twenty years
and helped create an economic renaissance.
And with respect to China, we have sound policies that will bring us what we seek.
As we begin a new century, we begin a new era -- just as Secretary of State Hay did
when he announced the Open Door. If we are patient; if we are fair; if we are firm; it will be
an era of peace. Thank you very much.
Trade and Economics
Senator Max Baucus
Business Coalition on US-China Trade
Washington, D.C.
April 10, 1997
Good morning. Today I will make the second in a series of four speeches on our relations
with China. Last month I spoke on peace and security. I will continue next month with
environmental policy, and-today I will address our economic and trade agenda.
I began with peace and security simply because if we don't have peace, other policies fade
into irrelevance. And I concluded that in security relations with China, we are on reasonably firm
ground. We are at peace. We have strong alliances in the Pacific. We have the domestic
strength to support the world's best military. And while we face difficult issues, from Korea to
the Taiwan Strait, our policies are sound. If we are firm, fair and patient, we can keep the peace
for years to come.
As we look toward the 21st century, trade is a bit of a contrast. Here our results are poor
and ouf policies need a lot of work. And that work needs to be done soon -- because if we are
able to keep the peace, nothing in our relations with China will mean more to jobs, prosperity
and daily life in America than trade. And to explain why, before we dive into the details of
tariffs, copyrights and export financing, let me step back and look at the broader context.
GROWING IMPORTANCE OF TRADE
Start with the obvious -- trade is growing fast. When I graduated from high school,
imports and exports made up about a fifteenth of the economy. When I came to Congress in
1975, it was about an eighth. Today it is a third -- $835 billion in exports, $949 billion in
imports -- and rising each year.
If you live in Montana, you see it every day. We're selling more beef to Japan than ever
before; but also importing more live cattle from Canada. One year a Japanese semiconductor
firm comes to Butte, the next a Missoula golf bag maker moves to China. Trade affects more
jobs, more farms and more families every day.
And in the next decade these trends will accelerate. Uruguay Round market access and
investment agreements will phase in. Big countries shut out of world trade in the Cold War --
Russia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan and Vietnam -- will join the world economy. Developing countries
-ill export and import more each year.
... POOR RESULTS
China's potential as an export market has always been great. Back in 1776, Adam Smith
wrote that China had a market "not much inferior to the market of all the different countries of
Europe put together." American business took him very seriously; our first Yankee clipper,
optimistically christened Empress of China, landed two years after the British surrender at
Yorktown.
The result was our first trade deficit - we sold a boatload of ginseng and bought a much
more valuable cargo of silk, tea and porcelain. Not many years later, the Qianlong Emperor
wrote King George III in England, telling him: "We are not interested in anything you make."
From then to World War II, despite all the color and excitement of the China trade, China
was a minor market. It took at most 2% of our exports -- the same fraction it takes today.
Reality never matched potential.
And the same is true today. Last year, the Commerce Department reported $12 billion
in U.S. goods exports to China. With re-exports through Hong Kong, it may be $18 billion.
That's up from about $2 billion in 1980. It sounds impressive. But actually it is pretty feeble.
In the short term, exports to China are flat. $11.7 billion in 1995, $12.0 billion in 1996.
Thus, according to the Commerce figures, China was our 12th largest export market in 1993.
It had fallen to 15th by last year. And if you add Hong Kong, the total is bigger but the trend
is actually worse.
And in the long run, despite the headlines, things are no better. Since 1980, as our
exports to China grew by $15 billion, our exports to the EU grew by about $70 billion. To Japan
by $50 billion. And to the ASEAN countries by about $30 billion. In each case the gap is
widening, not closing.
A SOLUTION IN THREE PARTS
So reality is miles behind the "China boom" hype. And at least in terms of exports -- and
that's what a Member of Congress has to think about most -- the trends show no signs of
improvement. So I conclude that without some big changes, the China market may never reach
its potential. And the future could be one of rapidly increasing imports, flat exports, rapidly
growing trade disputes, and ultimate disillusion.
But I am not a pessimist or a historical determinist. We can and will do much better.
And I see a solution in three parts.
-7 First, fix our own mistakes.
Second, take down Chinese trade barriers and end structural biases against imports through
work.
The government routinely tells foreign firms in China which inputs they can import, what
they must buy from Chinese sources, and to whom they can sell.
Contracts are uncertain; the famous Beijing McDonald's incident, in which the city tried
to evict the restaurant when a Hong Kong company offered a better building lease, is an example.
Import decisions are often as much political as economic, when the government uses
contract decisions on everything from grain to aircraft to publicly "punish" American companies
for problems in broader US-China relations.
And trade barriers, from familiar tariff, quota and agricultural issues to species as unique
to China as the giant panda, are everywhere.
THE WTO: NO DEAL BETTER THAN A BAD DEAL
Up to now we have used laws like Section 301 to fight the most flagrant abuses, along
with defending our workers from dumping and subsidies through the anti-dumping and
countervailing duty statutes. It won some results, especially on copyright piracy. But it is slow
and frustrating, and it does little to address the structural issues of a semi-reformed communist
economy. If we hope to make trade fair, we need a much better, much more comprehensive,
approach to Chinese trade barriers.
And we have it at hand in China's application to enter the World Trade Organization.
The WTO already has rules on virtually all the problems we have in China trade -- everything
from tariffs and quotas to subsidies and distribution. And if we get a good agreement, we may
see results very quickly.
But we should remember that these talks come with risks. If we sign a bad agreement
with lots of loopholes and exemptions, whatever we miss will stay there a long time. If we
accept a bad deal, we should never expect much from the China market.
And to digress a bit, the consequences would go beyond China to other reforming
communist countries. Russia, with its strong base in primary commodities, heavy industry and
aerospace, hopes to enter the WTO next year. Further on are Ukraine, Kazakhstan and other
newly independent nations. Then Vietnam, a nation of 80 million and already a foreign
investment magnet.
China's WTO accession will define the terms under which nearly a third of the world's
people and industry conduct international trade. So we need to get it right. We must be firm
and patient and hold out for a good deal.
trademarks and semiconductor designs.
China's restrictions on national treatment must be abolished completely. The government
must abandon policies requiring investors to export all or part of their production rather than
selling it to Chinese. There should be no required middlemen or restrictions on trading rights.
Anyone who wants to sell grain to China must be able to sell straight to the mill without a
government permit. Just as important, but often ignored, Chinese citizens who want to buy must
be able to buy without a permit.
And technology transfer requirements must be outlawed. People who invent new
manufacturing processes, software or machines must not have to turn them over in order to do
business in China.
DUMPING AND SUBSIDIES
Third, subsidies. We need clear and visible separation between ministries, officials and
public taxes on one hand, and private business on the other. Exporters must not be pitted against
quasi-public, quasi-private companies which get endless revenue from the Chinese public.
Likewise, effective safeguards against export subsidies and dumping. In all the reforming
communist countries, price mechanisms are weak and the cost of inputs far below their real value.
Our anti-dumping law addresses this with special rules that calculate dumping from non-market
economies. This is the right policy given the present state of economic reform in China, and we
need to keep it in place.
RESULTS AND ENFORCEMENT
Fourth, results and enforcement. China's central government has the theoretical and actual
power to control all decisions. But China is so big that the central government can only
concentrate on a few priorities at one time, giving local and provincial governments almost
unchecked authority over everything else.
It is quite conceivable that China's commitments, even when made in good faith, might
not come through in reality because of recalcitrance on the part of ministries, provinces or local
governments. So we ought to have some benchmarks to measure success, including objective
measures of Chinese imports, and a pre-arranged system of consultation if we see things going
wrong. And when problems arise, we must be ready to enforce our rights.
PERMANENT MFN STATUS
Of course, a good WTO accession works in both directions. And that brings me to the
third part of a new China trade strategy.
From the founding of the General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs after World War II,
Protecting the Global Environment
Senator Max Baucus
Center for Strategic and International Studies
Washington, DC
April 29, 1997
Good morning. Thank you, Gerrit, and thank you everyone for coming this morning.
This is the third in a series of speeches on our relationship with China as we approach a
new century. The first covered politics and security; the second economics and trade. These are
the headline topics, and rightly so. Without peace and security, no other policy issue makes
much difference. And trade touches our jobs, prosperity and ordinary life every day.
By contrast, the environment gets little press attention. And it is true that our work with
China to prevent global warming, protect the oceans and preserve our natural heritage has little
immediate impact on us. But it may affect coming generations more profoundly than anything
else we do in relations with China. I don't think we yet understand that; and as a result our
China policy makes environmental issues an afterthought.
DOMESTIC ENVIRONMENTAL ACCOMPLISHMENTS
That's not good news, but it is nothing to be surprised about. International environmental
policy is a new addition to the foreign policy agenda. And modern environmentalism itself is
still young.
Most of our domestic environmental laws passed after the first Earth Day, twenty-seven
years ago. They came after the postwar boom in heavy industry, which doubled the size of our
economy in fifteen years but created a crisis in the quality of life and the public health.
Some of these laws, like Superfund on hazardous waste cleanup, aren't yet good enough.
But the results show that most are quite effective. Half as many of us live with unhealthy air.
You can swim and eat the fish you catch in twice as many of our rivers and streams. Where we
had 417 nesting pairs of bald eagles in 1970, today we have over 4,000. During the same period,
infant mortality fell from twenty to eight per thousand; and life expectancy grew almost seven
years.
INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL CHALLENGES
So our record is pretty good. But it isn't enough. Because more and more, we face
problems which originate, at least in part, beyond our borders. Questions like global climate
change. Toxic accumulation in the oceans and loss of fisheries. Population growth and pressure
Trade-related environmental agreements like fishery management and the Convention on
the International Trade in Endangered Species date back many years. The Montreal Protocol,
banning chlorofluorocarbons as threats to the ozone layer, and the Rio Summit followed in the
last decade. Secretary Christopher's policy speech last year, and the State Department's first
environmental report last Tuesday, are signs of more systematic attention to environmental issues
in diplomacy. And a broad scientific and political consensus is emerging on a few broad goals.
First, prevent drastic climate change.
Second, stop the rapid loss of species.
Third, set rules for, disposal of hazardous waste.
Fourth, make forestry sustainable.
Fifth, protect the oceans.
And finally, promote adoption of good environmental laws and modem environmental
technologies.
If we can reich these goals, we will protect ourselves against threats to food supply and
coastal- areas. Improve public health and the quality of life worldwide. And help ourselves
prosper by selling the environmental technologies we have developed in fields from power to
waste-water treatment to hazardous waste cleanup.
THE ASIAN ENVIRONMENTAL CRISIS
These issues are worldwide. But while press coverage focuses most intensely on South
America, and especially the Amazon Basin, the problems may be most urgent in Asia.
In the past twenty years, nearly every Asian country, from the islands of Southeast Asia
along an arc through Thailand, Indochina, China, Korea and Japan, experienced vast growth in
wealth and industry. That is a very good thing; but it has come with a cost.
Thailand, Cambodia and Burma lose more than one forest acre in fifty each year.
Greenhouse emissions from Asia grow by 70 million tons a year. Some of Asia's emblematic
species -- the giant panda, the wild elephant, the tiger, the orangutan -- are endangered or close
to extinction. Taiwan and Korea have even entered an environmentally-caused diplomatic crisis
due to a Taiwanese power company's attempt to store nuclear waste in North Korea.
And no country is suffering more than China. The country with the most people; the
fastest industrial growth; and the least developed rule of law and civil society. In every area --
from air pollution to water pollution, loss of species, waste disposal and loss of natural resources
-- China is approaching a crisis.
that China will resolve the crisis over time. But if we do nothing to help, the problems will get
much worse before they get better.
THE RESPONSE: U.S.
And right now we aren't doing much. Our approach is ad hoc, non-strategic, and almost
totally ineffective.
We have a few good programs on specific issues. EPA's coal-bed mining program, which
prevents uncontrolled venting of methane into the atmosphere and saves lives by preventing
underground explosions, is one. EPA has also helped develop an energy-efficient refrigerator for
China's consumer market. And Vice President Gore has laid the groundwork for a more
systematic approach by creating a permanent US-China Environment and Development Forum.
But we also have a bizarre ban on Asian Environmental Partnership assistance to China,
which could help our own businesses as well as the Chinese. Some of our consular staff in Hong
Kong once told me they were actually forbidden to talk about this when Guangdong officials
came down to ask for help. And in a larger sense, despite a few speeches and reports, many in
the foreign policy establishment still seem to view environmental issues as soft-headed and mushy
when compared to trade or security.
A NEW STRATEGY
I believe it is time for a new, more strategic approach. And we should start by
understanding the cause of the crisis.
According to NEPA, China's environmental crisis stems from a "large population base,
rapid economic growth and low level of technology and management." The first two are mainly
out of our hands. We cannot expect to do much about population, although our support for
voluntary family planning -- and opposition to any coercion -- is important. China's economic
growth is a good thing which should continue - and will continue whether we like it or not. But
with respect to environmental technology and management, we can contribute a lot.
We have the world's best scientific establishment. Twenty-five years of experience .in
writing and enforcing laws. A booming environmental technology industry. And strong citizen
environmental groups. China, at least at the national level, has made a commitment to
environmental protection. And with $110 billion in foreign reserves, it has the money to carry
it out. So our policy should focus on technical assistance -- in science and appropriate use of
technology, clean industry, and legal reform. It can be cheap, effective, and profitable for our
companies.
AIR POLLUTION AND GLOBAL WARMING
Consider air pollution and global warming.
stability of entire ecosystems. In his book The Diversity of Life, the naturalist E.O. Wilson gives
the case of sea otters. Their slaughter for fur in northern California led to an explosion of sea
urchins; a consequent collapse of kelp forests; and finally a crash in fish stocks and a commercial
disaster.
And while loss of biodiversity creates dangers, protection can create opportunities.
Adapting traditional Chinese medicine, which uses 6,000 of 30,000 known indigenous Chinese
plant species, could dwarf this accomplishment. In fact, MIT recently suggested Hong Kong do
precisely that to make biotechnology a strategic industry.
Here too we have a role to play. Modern biology has done little study of China since the
Communist takeover in 1949. We -- industry and environmental groups as well as government -
- should help catalogue biodiversity. Create databases of plants with medicinal use. Study
ecosystems that need protection, as the World Wildlife Fund has done in Wolong, the home of
the giant panda. And use the expertise of the Interior Department and Forest Service to help
preserve these areas or manage them sustainably.
CIVIL SOCIETY
Finally, a broader comment.
Technical help on biodiversity, water pollution, and climate change is essential. Our
experience with drafting and implementing laws offers a lot to China. Our Environment
Committee members should meet with the National People's Congress Environment Committee.
Officials at EPA, the Interior Department and NOAA can help train their counterparts. And the
environmental technologies our companies create can help China and improve our trade balance.
But ultimately, in China as in America, environmental protection cannot depend on
foreigners. It depends on the government and most of all on ordinary people.
We marked the 27th anniversary of our first Earth Day last Tuesday. It should remind
us that we have environmental laws today not because politicians of the 1970s were especially
wise, but because people were fed up with air that smelled bad and water that made you sick.
They could read about causes of and potential remedies for urban smog, or the contamination of
Love Canal, or bacteria in the drinking water. And they could demand action. It was simple
proof of what the Danish humanitarian and Nobel Prize winner in chemistry Niels Bohr wrote
in calling for open access to scientific information and new technologies back in 1950:
"Within any community it is only possible for the citizens to strive together for common
welfare on the basis of public knowledge of the general conditions of the country."
Our air and water are healthier today because we had that public knowledge in 1970. If
Chinese people today, facing the same problems we did then, know the facts and demand action,
they too will succeed. And in that regard, I see two very good signs.
MFN Status and Human Rights
Senator Max Baucus
Adapted from Remarks to the National Retail Federation
Washington, DC
May 7, 1997
Good morning, everyone. Thank you all for coming today, and special thanks to Mr.
Motley for inviting me to speak with you.
THE US AND THE WORLD
As Americans and business leaders, you have concerns about domestic policy. The budget
talks and tax reform. Interest rates and all the rest. We'll have some time to go over them in
questions later. But I'd like to go a little further afield. In the past six weeks, I have given three
in a series of four speeches on our relationship with China. The first covered peace and security;
the second trade and economics; and the third environmental protection. That leaves for this
occasion the most controversial and difficult of all: human rights and Congress' decision on
Most Favored Nation tariff status.
These decisions raise some of the most difficult questions we can face. What is our.
responsibility in the face of suffering abroad? What policies can relieve it? And where do
questions of human rights intersect, conflict with, or complement the other issues on our forefgn
policy agenda?
But let me begin with a look at where our. country stands today. At home our economy
is growing; unemployment and inflation are low; the federal deficit promishes to vanish in a few
years; crime and welfare rates are falling. And we are basically at peace with the world. For
the first time since the 1920s, no major country threatens us across the board. Our enemies are
weak and isolated. And to simplify things a bit, if we manage six relationships well, we can keep
it that way.
What are these relationships? Canada and Mexico, our immediate neighbors. Western
Europe and Japan, our strategic allies. Russia and China, the world's other two great powers.
These all raise some complicated issues. But the biggest question, and our most
controversial major foreign relationship, is China.
MEANING OF MFN
It is admittedly a difficult foreign policy challenge. But I think we, especially in
Congress, could handle much better than we are.
provoke a hostile relationship by revoking MFN. It is a sound, long-term military strategy. MFN
status has nothing to do with it.
Others have questions about Hong Kong. They are right to be concerned. And we, along
with Taiwan and others, will see the transition as an index of how well China lives up to its
promises. But virtually everybody in Hong Kong would be hurt if we revoke MFN status. And
nobody there thinks short-term extensions of six months, or three months, or two weeks will do
anything but harm to the territory.
Fifth, human rights. As long as I have taken part in these debates, this has been the crux
of our debate on MFN status. Many people are just so angry about these issues that they feel
trade with China is immoral.
CASE AGAINST A HUMAN RIGHTS POLICY
That is a serious charge and it deserves a serious response. And we should begin by
thinking about why we support human rights and what goals we should achieve.
After all, there is also a serious case against a human rights policy. It involves ugly
subjects. Torture. Child labor. Prisoners of conscience. These embarrass and upset the
governments involved, when we must work with them on security issues, trade, environmental
protection and other issues. It involves national sovereignty. And we always run the risk of
double standards.
CASE FOR A HUMAN RIGHTS POLICY
So we. must be patient. We must address ourselves to the worst problems rather than
every detail of a country's domestic policy. And we must be fair. But with these cautions in
mind, I believe we need a human rights policy, for two reasons.
One is simple humanitarian sentiment and moral responsibility. I myself once met a man
who had a nail banged through his hand in a Chinese jail after he refused to sign a "self-
criticism" for his behavior in Tiananmen Square. That is an outrage. You can't help but be
angry about it and want to stop it. And you can't help admiring and sympathizing with people
who act on their convictions without violence or threat and are unjustly imprisoned.
And the second is practical. History teaches us that countries run by violent governments
can be dangerous. The extreme case was World War II. The internal policies of Germany, Italy
and Japan were inseparable from their aggression against their neighbors. The people who
drafted the Universal Declaration on Human Rights after the War -- Roosevelt, Churchill,
Marshall and the rest -- were no dreamy idealists but serious people who had just conducted the
largest war in human history. They knew that a morally better world would also be a safer
world.
see that during the so-called "Anti-Rightist" campaign in 1957, China arrested 500,000 people.
The 1960s -- the years of the "Great Leap Forward" and "Cultural Revolution -- were even worse.
Other indices also show an improving situation. The number of citizen lawsuits against
the government is up from 4,600 in 1987 to 80,000 last year, showing that more people feel free
to challenge the state. Uncensored news is available on the radio, satellite TV or the Internet.
Local elections are becoming more democratic. Open trade lets you find your own job and
choose your own career. And if you ask ordinary Chinese, most say without any hesitation that
life is better and freer than ever before. That has to count for something.
A GOOD HUMAN RIGHTS POLICY
So on the whole, the situation is getting better. And assuming we are to have a human
rights policy in China, our task is not to respond to a worsening disaster. It is to help the good
trends continue, and Address to the extent we can those areas where trends are not encouraging.
And I think we can do some good if we follow a few basic rules.
-- Set clear goals that we can measure by results. In the short term, freedom for unjustly
imprisoned individuals. Red Cross access to prisons. Talks with the Dalai Lama. Civil liberties
in Hong Kong. In the long run, broad adherence to the thirty Articles of the Universal
Declaration on Hunian Rights.
-- Renounce goals that threaten China's political system. A human rights policy which
calls for turning China into a democracy will fail for obvious reasons. The Chinese government
will see it either as an attempt to overthrow them, or more likely a rhetorical policy with no 'real
content. In either case, they won't go along.
-- Don't use methods that alienate the Chinese public. MFN is the best example. Setting
everything else aside, the immediate effect of revoking it would be to put millions of Chinese out
of work. Far from improving human rights, it would cause immense human suffering. No
rational person can expect anyone in China to thank us for that.
-- Be persistent. These problems are solved in years or decades, not days or months. We
must be patient and use long-term tools that do not stake everything on a single throw. The State
Department's human rights report is a good example. Discussion and resolutions at the UN
Human Rights Commission are another. China cannot give Wang Dan nine years in December
and expect the world to be quiet about it in March. The rather thuggish comment of the Foreign
Ministry spokesman -- that China would "break Denmark's head with a rock" -- should make us
more committed rather than less.
THE ROLE OF BUSINESS
-- Be creative. Diplomatic efforts are important. But other methods can achieve a lot.
Broad rule-of-law projects are one example. Business activism is another.
Americans. And as we make policy we must think of our own people first.
That is the best reason of all to preserve MFN status. Think again about where our
country stands. We are truly lucky to be alive in America today. We enjoy the benefits of
economic growth, low inflation and low unemployment. We can take advantage of new
medicines, new technologies and new consumer products every day. Most important of all, we
are at peace.
If we revoke MFN status for China, we risk throwing some of that away. Giving up an
unbalanced but still mutually beneficial trade relationship. Threatening jobs in America. And
risking a new Cold War with the world's largest country. It would be a truly reckless and foolish
decision.
Instead we should renew MFN status. And when China makes a good WTO offer, to
make MFN permanent. It may take time. But it is the right thing to do -- for China, and more
important to us, for America.
Thank you very much.
